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step1.1 ????????? 1; : : : ;N ????,
?????????????????????,
??????????? T ???? B(i) =
fi1; : : : ; iT g???.
step1.2 ???? x1; : : : ;xN ????????.
step1.3 ??? z = (z1; : : : ; zm)T (zi = minffig) ?
??.
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B(i) if rand < 
1; : : : ; N otherwise (1)
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????. c=c+1
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d2 = k(n  f(x))  d1 kkk
Fig. 2: Conception diagram of IPBI
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step5.2 , ??????????? 4?? Case
????????????.






























objective num m 2
division parameter H 200
population size N 201
dicition variable num 20
neighborhood num T 20
stopping criteria (generation) 3000
update range  0.9
update limit nr 6








old   inc otherwise (7)
????, HV??????? 50????




ZDT1, ZDT4, WFG4, WFG5??????????
??????. ZDT1? ZDT4? Table 1?????





??? 30 ????????????????. ?
??? DE operation ?, ?????? Polynomial
mutation5) ????.
5.2 ????
????????? HyperVolume6), Inverted Gen-










?????????. HV?? (8)??????. ??
?? FIg. 4???.
HyperVolume = volume([nPFi=1 vi) (8)
5.2.2 Inverted Generational Distance
IGD?????????????????????
???????????? 7). ??????????




Table 1: Test Problems
ZDT4 f1 = x1 [0; 1]
f2 = g  h




ZDT4 f1 = x1 [0; 1] [ 5; 5]n 1
f2 = g  h
g = 1 + 10(n  1) +Pni=2(x2i   10 cos(4xi))
h = 1 pf1=g
Fig. 4: Conceptual diagram of HyperVolume












????? 8). MS?????, ??????????
????????????????????????
????????. MS?? (10)??????. ??
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Table 3: The results of conventional approach
ZDT1 ZDT4 WFG4 WFG5
IGD 0.002334 0.009623 0.009739 0.05984
best MS 1.34154 396.71 4.47504 4.39389
HV 0.663441 0.650887 1.67611 1.43097
IGD 0.002431 0.015549 0.012192 0.065711
average MS 1.34106 287.975 4.47172 4.36745
HV 0.663214 0.638665 1.66593 1.40745
IGD 0.0026 0.022683 0.016811 0.068065
worst MS 1.33975 169.14 4.4681 4.25565
HV 0.662896 0.616803 1.65262 1.40246
Table 4: The results of proposed approach
ZDT1 ZDT4 WFG4 WFG5
IGD 0.005505 0.016966 0.009311 0.06504
best MS 1.41428 68.5672 4.47721 4.405569
HV 0.6660382 0.640595 1.68298 1.40712
IGD 0.01635 0.029043 0.011452 0.065997
average MS 1.27891 4.09249 4.4481 4.39018
HV 0.649381 0.624402 1.67593 1.40405
IGD 0.084014 0.048118 0.020177 0.069243
worst MS 0.836995 1.21326 4.26293 4.37543
HV 0.591061 0.599339 1.66642 1.39212
? IGD????,??????????. ??, ZDT1
?????????? 30??? IGD???????
??????????????? IGD? ?????
??? Fig. 7, 8???. ??, WFG5???????
??? 30??? IGD???????????????
??????? IGD? ???????? Fig. 9, 10
???.
Fig. 7, 8?????????????  ??? [0,
0.6]????????????????. IGD???
? [0, 0.1]???????. ????????????
?????????????????.
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